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ABSTRACT: Protein−DNA interactions play center roles in many
biological processes. Studying sequence specific protein−DNA
interactions and revealing sequence rules require sensitive and
quantitative methodologies that are capable of capturing subtle
affinity difference with high accuracy and in a high throughput
manner. In this study, double stranded DNA-conjugated gold
nanoparticles (dsDNA-AuNPs) and water-soluble conjugated poly-
electrolytes (CPEs) are used as cooperative sensing elements to
construct a suit of hybrid sensors for detecting protein−DNA
interactions, exploiting the differential Förster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) with and without protein binding. Through a proper selection of CPEs in terms of charge properties relative to
the charge of dsDNA-AuNPs and emission wavelengths relative to the AuNP extinction peak, the hybrid sensors can be
constructed into “light-on”, “light-off”, and “two-way” models. Protein binding can be detected by fluorescence recovery,
fluorescence quenching, or both ways, respectively. The “two-way” sensor allows for detection of proteins of any charge
properties or unknown charge properties. With estrogen receptor (ERα and ERβ), their consensus DNA (5′-
GGTCAnnnTGACC-5′) element, and all 15 possible singly mutated elements (i.e., 3 possible base substitutions at each of 1
to 5 positions from left to right of the 5′ end half site, GGTCA), we have demonstrated the accuracy of the hybrids sensors for
determination of binding affinity constant, binding stoichiometry, and site- and nucleotide-specific binding energy matrix. The in
vitro binding energy determined by the hybrid sensors correlates very well with the energy matrix computed from in vivo
genome-wide ERα binding data using Thermodynamic Modeling of ChIP-Seq (rank correlation coefficient 0.98). The high
degree of correlation of the in vitro energy matrix versus the in vivo matrix renders the new method a highly reliable alternative
for understanding in vivo protein binding in the whole genome.

KEYWORDS: gold nanoparticles, water-soluble conjugated polyelectrolytes, transcription factors, protein−DNA interactions,
For̈ster resonance energy transfer, nanoparticle surface energy transfer

1. INTRODUCTION

Metal nanoparticles and water-soluble conjugated polyelec-
trolytes (CPEs) are important materials in biomedical research
because of their unique optical and electrical properties.1−5 In
the field of biosensing and bioanalytical chemistry, metal
nanoparticles can support colorimetric detections exploiting the
excitation of localized surface plasmon resonance and the
interparticle distance-determined plasmonic coupling.1,2 Metal
nanoparticles can also support fluorimetric detections because
of their ability to influence (quenching or enhancing) the
emission of proximate fluorophores. The confinement of the
surface plasmon resonance to the nanoparticle dimensions can
either increase or decrease the amplitude of electromagnetic
wave by as much as orders of magnitude, depending on the size
and shape of the nanoparticles.6−10 Fluorescence quenching-
based bioassays with smaller size gold nanoparticles (AuNPs,
<50 nm) have been developed in conjunction with various
fluorophores, e.g., organic dyes,11−15 quantum dots

(QDs),16−21 metal nanocluster,22 green fluorescent proteins,23

and water-soluble CPEs.24−26

Water-soluble CPEs, as (bio)sensing materials, have a better
competitive edge than other luminescent materials because of
their excellent light-harvesting capability, high quantum yield,
and unique chain conformation.3,4 Following the earlier
discover of the super quenching of CPEs by AuNP made by
Fan et al.,27 coupling CPEs’ excellent photon harvesting
property with high extinction coefficient AuNPs has led to a
number of biosensors exploiting versatile sensing princi-
ples.6,23−26 For example, a handful of cationic AuNPs and
anionic CPEs (ACPEs) have been used to form fluorimetric
chemical nose/tongue for differentiating specific proteins,
pathogen or cells.24−26 Initially, the fluorescence of the
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ACPEs in the electrostatically complementary AuNP-CPE
complexes is quenched. Addition of negatively charged analytes
(proteins or cells) disrupts the AuNP-CPE complexes, resulting
in fluorescence recovery. Differing from this example that uses
direct Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) and/or
nanoparticle surface energy transfer (NSET) between metal
nanoparticles and CPEs, silver nanoparticles (AgNPs, 40 nm)
have been coupled with a cationic CPE (CCPE)-organic dye
based FRET for DNA detection exploiting AgNPs enhanced
fluorescence emission.7 Xu’s group has conducted comprehen-
sive studies on AuNPs and AgNPs for their particle size
dependent fluorescent quenching and enhancement to a range
of CPEs.9,10 In addition to FRET-based principle, Xia et al.28

used CCPEs and their affinity to single-stranded DNA
(ssDNA) to detect the complementary DNA and ssDNA
binding analytes, because CCPEs specifically disrupt ssDNA’s
protection of AuNPs from aggregation.
In this study, we further harness water-soluble CPEs’ unique

optical and charge properties, as well as the prominent property
of smaller AuNPs (13 nm) as a super fluorescence quencher, to
develop a suit of hybrid sensors for studying sequence specific
protein−DNA interactions, exemplified by two transcription
factors (TFs), i.e., ER α and ERβ (estrogen receptor α and β).
Five water-soluble CPEs of different emission wavelengths
(from 410 to 630 nm) and charge properties (cationic and
anionic) have been chosen. For the first time, their interactions
with 13 nm AuNPs and double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)-
conjugated AuNPs are studied. The detection of protein
binding to DNA is based on the differential CPEs emission in
DNA-coated AuNPs with and without protein binding.
Depending on the choice of CPEs in terms of charge property
relative to DNA and emission wavelength relative to AuNPs’
absorption peak, the hybrid sensors have been constituted into
“light-on”, “light-off”, or “two-way” models for detecting
proteins of known and unknown charge properties, which is
not always feasible with FRET assays using other donor−
acceptor pair.29

Estrogen receptors play critical roles in regulating genes
responsible for development and maintenance of reproductive
tissues and other physiological function. The interaction of ERs
with DNA sequences, known as estrogen response elements
(EREs) (a palindromic repeat separated by three-base spacer,
5′GGTCAnnnTGACC-3′) is required for estrogen regulation
of target gene expression.30 In this study, we demonstrate that
the hybrid sensors can differentiate the distinct binding affinity
of two ER subtypes (ERα and ERβ) that have 96% similarity in
their DBD (DNA binding domain), yet substantially different
tissue distribution and function. For ERα, we further
demonstrate that the hybrid sensors are highly sensitive to
detect site- and nucleotide-specific single base variation impact
on ERα binding affinity. With a total of 15 singly mutated
EREs, each of them carrying one base variation in the 5′ end
half-site with all possible base substitutions at each of the five
possible sites, the hybrid sensors generate an in vitro binding
energy model that correlates to an in vivo energy model
determined by Thermodynamic Modeling of ChIP-seq
(TherMos) with a higher accuracy than that generated by a
sophisticated equipment (dual polarization interferometry)
based in vitro model.30 The high accuracy renders the hybrid
sensor highly reliable in understanding of in vivo ERα binding
in the whole genome.
Compared to previous AuNP-based colorimetric protein−

DNA sensors using bare AuNPs31 or two sets of dsDNA-

conjugated AuNPs,32,33 coupling salt screening,34 or enzymatic
cleavage of interparticle dsDNA linkages,33 the current
fluorimetric hybrid sensors overcome the limitations of (1)
nonspecific aggregation of bare particles, (2) inadequate
sensitivity to differentiate subtle affinity difference induced by
single nucleotide variation,31 (3) slow response in relation to
the cleavage of DNA linkers inside the cross-linked AuNPs
network,32 and (4) extensive optimization of enzymatic
reaction conditions33 (enzymatic reaction is very sensitive to
temperature and ionic strength of the liquid medium). In
addition, with a competition assay approach, we can use the
hybrid sensors to assess a large number of DNA sequences
using only one set of dsDNA-AuNP conjugates.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. HAuCl4·3H2O (99.99%) and trisodium citrate

dihydrate (99.9%) were obtained from Aldrich Pte Ltd. Purified
recombinant human estrogen receptor (ERα and ERβ) was purchased
from PanVera (Madison, WI, USA). They were stocked in HEPES
buffer containing 10% glycerol. The stock concentration is 2800 nM
for ERα and 4500 nM for ERβ. For long-term storage, the proteins
were kept as 10 μL aliquots at −80 °C. Before use, they were thawed
in room temperature water bath and returned to 4 C to maintain the
activity.

A total of 17 EREs (35 bps: 1 wild type ERE “wtERE”, 1 scrambled
ERE “scrERE”, 15 singly mutated EREs “mut1” to “mut15”) were
synthesized by Sigma Life Science. The sense sequences and their
descriptors are given in Table 1. The wtERE contains perfect core

sequence, 5′-GGTCAnnnTGACC-3′, and scrERE has both the 5′ and
3′ half-sites completely scrambled. The thiolated version of this
sequence is denoted as thiol-wtERE and thiol-scrERE, respectively.
The thiolated strands are conjugated to AuNP. In the 15 singly
mutated sequences (mut1 to mut15), each has a base substitution at
each of the 5 position in the 5′ end half-site with all possible
substitutions. The sense strands and the antisense strands were
annealed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) and stored at
−20 °C.

Five water-soluble CPEs were utilized, including two anionic CPEs
(ACPEs), i.e., poly[9,9-bis(4-sulfonatobutyl)fluorene-alt-co-1,4-phe-
nylene] sodium salt (PFP-SO3Na) and poly[5-methoxy-2-(3-sulfopro-
poxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene] potassium salt solution and three
c a t ion i c CPEs (CCPEs) , i . e . , po l y [(2 ,5 -b i s (2 - (N ,N -

Table 1. ERE Sequences

ID sequence

wtERE 5′-AGTAAGCT ccaGGTCA TTA TGACCtgg AGCTTACT− 3′
mut1 5′-AGTAAGCT ccaTGTCA TTA TGACCtgg AGCTTACT-3′
mut2 5′-AGTAAGCT ccaCGTCA TTA TGACCtgg AGCTTACT-3′
mut3 5′ −AGTAAGCT ccaAGTCA TTA TGACCtgg AGCTTACT−

3′
mut4 5′-AGTAAGCT ccaGTTCA TTA TGACCtgg AGCTTACT-3′
mut5 5′-AGTAAGCT ccaGCTCA TTA TGACCtgg AGCTTACT-3′
mut6 5′ −AGTAAGCT ccaGATCA TTA TGACCtgg AGCTTACT−

3′
mut7 5′-AGTAAGCT ccaGGGCA TTA TGACCtgg AGCTTACT− 3′
mut8 5′-AGTAAGCT ccaGGCCA TTA TGACCtgg AGCTTACT− 3′
mut9 5′-AGTAAGCT ccaGGACA TTA TGACCtgg AGCTTACT− 3′
mut10 5′-AGTAAGCT ccaGGTGA TTA TGACCtgg AGCTTACT-3′
mut11 5′-AGTAAGCT ccaGGTTA TTA TGACCtgg AGCTTACT-3′
mut12 5′-AGTAAGCT ccaGGTAA TTA TGACCtgg AGCTTACT-3′
mut13 5′-AGTAAGCT ccaGGTCG TTA TGACCtgg AGCTTACT-3′
mut14 5′-AGTAAGCT ccaGGTCT TTA TGACCtgg AGCTTACT-3′
mut15 5′-AGTAAGCT ccaGGTCC TTA TGACCtgg AGCTTACT-3′
scrERE 5′-AGTAAGCT ccaTAGCG TTA CGCTAtgg AGCTTACT-3′
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diethylammoniumbromide)ethoxy)-1,4-phenylene)-alt-1,4-phenyl-
ene], poly[(9-(6-N,N,N-trimethylammonium)hexyl-9′-(6-N,N-
diisopropylamine)hexyl)fluorenyldivinylene-alt-co-1,4-phenylene bro-
mide] (PFVP) and poly[9,9-bis((6-N,N,N-trimethylammonium)-
hexyl)fluorene-alt-co-2,1,3-benzoxadiazole dibromide] (PFBD). Their
chemical structures are given in Figure 1A. According to their charge
and the peak emission wavelength, they are denoted as ACPE-430,
ACPE-560, CCPE-410, CCPE-470, and CCPE-630, respectively. The
ACPE-560 and CCPE-410 were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, while
the rest were synthesized in our lab.29,34 The ACPE-430 and CCPE-
470 have been previously used for detecting lysozyme29 and single
nucleotide polymorphism,34 respectively. The CCPE-630 is yet
published for its synthesis and application.
2.2. Synthesis of 13 nm AuNPs. AuNPs were synthesized via

citrate reduction method, following the procedures available else-
where.31 The resulting AuNPs is approximately 13 nm in diameter and
in a concentration of 5.33 nM, calculated according to Beer’s law,
using the extinction coefficient of 2.467 × 108 M−1 cm−1 for 13 nm
AuNPs.
2.3. Preparation of ds-DNA Conjugated AuNPs. Thiolated

single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) was activated with tris(2-
carboxyethyl)phosphine) (TCEP, 10 molar excess) and stirred for
10 min. The final solution was centrifuged, with a Sigma-Aldrich
microcon centrifugal filter device, YM-3 (NMWCO 3 kDa), to remove
TCEP before conjugation to AuNPs. Conjugation of activated
thiolated DNA to AuNP was done as described by Zhang et al.35

Activated DNA was mixed with AuNPs at desired ratio (100:1) and
incubated for 5 min. Then, pH of solution was lowered to 3 and salt
concentration was increased to 30 mM by adding HCl and NaCl,
respectively. After 20 min, NaOH was added to return pH to neutral
range. This method took a shorter time of about 30 min to complete
the DNA-AuNP conjugation. The ssDNA-AuNP conjugates were then
annealed with its complementary DNA at 90 °C for 5 min and cooled
to room temperature (RT). The amount of bound dsDNA was
quantified after removing the unbound DNA via centrifugation (details
in the Supporting Information, Figure S1). The dsDNA-AuNP entity
is kept in the fridge (4 °C) for several weeks without appearance of

any precipitation. The stability of AuNPs after DNA conjugation was
tested using high salt solution (see the Supporting Information,
Figures S2 and S3). The hydrodynamic size of the AuNPs before and
after conjugation with dsDNA was measured with Dynamic Light
Scattering System (BI-200SM, Brookhaven Instruments Corporation).

2.4. Fluorimetric Detection of Protein−DNA Binding Using
AuNP/CPE Hybrid Sensors. The protein−DNA binding assay was
conducted in three main steps. First, 50 nM of dsDNA-AuNPs was
incubated with ER for 20−40 min at RT, in 10 mM PBS buffer (2.7
mM KCl and 137 mM NaCl, pH 7.4). For determination of the
binding constant, Kd, and the stoichiometry, n, protein titration was
conducted with increasing concentration from 0 to 250 nM. Second,
CPE of 100 nM (i.e., 2:1 molar ratio to dsDNA-AuNP) was added to
the dsDNA-AuNPs/protein mixture and incubated for an additional
10 min to let the system to reach equilibrium. Finally, the fluorescence
spectra of the final solution were measured and compared with and
without any protein. In control experiments of testing CPE’s emission
in the presence of DNA or protein without AuNPs, 50 nM of dsDNA
or 250 nM protein was added into 100 nM CPEs in PBS buffer.

For screening relative affinity of ER to large number of mutant
EREs, a competition assay is used with only one set of wtERE-
conjugated AuNPs, but there was no need to prepare AuNPs
conjugates for all EREs to be studied. Particularly, 3-fold of competitor
ERE (mutated ERE) was incubated with the protein for 20−30 min
prior to incubation with the wtERE-AuNP. The rest of the steps were
the same as above.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Characterization of dsDNA-Coated AuNPs. Water-
soluble cationic CPEs and dsDNA-modified gold nanoparticles
(dsDNA-AuNP) are the key sensing elements to construct the
hybrid sensors. We first characterized the 35 bp wtERE-
conjugated AuNPs in terms of surface charge, DNA coverage,
hydrodynamic size (Table 2) that are essential for studying
CPEs’ interactions with dsDNA-AuNPs and the initial
quenching. The hydrodynamic size expansion of 23.8 nm

Figure 1. (A) Chemical structures of three CCPEs and two ACPEs used in this study. (B) CCPEs and (C) ACPEs emission spectra (dashed lines)
and their quenched spectra (solid lines) in the presence of dsDNA-AuNP conjugates. AuNP’s extinction spectrum (red) is shown as reference to
indicate the spectral overlap.
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(from uncoated AuNPs to 35 bp wtERE-coated AuNPs) in
diameter with the DNA shell confirmed that 35 bp dsDNAs are
fully extended like a rigid rod on the surface of AuNPs, based
on the fact that every 10 bp of a DNA double helix is
approximately 3.4 nm in length.36 In this estimation, the C6
thiol linker is not taken into consideration because its length
(0.8 nm) is negligible comparing to the length of the DNA.37

From zeta potential measurements, dsDNA-AuNPs have
slightly reduced negative charges (−32.6 ± 3.4 mV) than the
bare AuNPs (−39.2 ± 3.5 mV), as reported previously.38

The DNA density determined by using thiazole orange
staining method (details in the Supporting Information) was
approximately 89.6 ± 5.3 to AuNPs in molar ratio. Despite the
slight reduction of surface charge density, DNA conjugated
AuNPs is much more stable than bare AuNPs. Particularly
dsDNA-AuNPs remained dispersed in NaCl as high as 300 mM
as shown by the deep red color and retainable sharp absorption
at ∼530 nm (see Figures S2 and S3 in Supporting
Information), whereas bare AuNPs have turned into purple at
the same salt condition. The enhanced stability against salt
screening is another evidence showing that the DNA molecules
are successfully conjugated to the particles. The steric
protection given by the DNA shell is a more robust stabilizer
than the ligand (citrate) coating AuNP.
3.2. Initial Quenching of the Cationic CPEs by dsDNA-

Coated AuNPs and Bare AuNPs. Five water-soluble CPEs (3
CCPEs and 2 ACPEs) were involved in this study (Figure 1A).
To understand the initial interaction of these CPEs with the
negatively charged wtERE-AuNPs conjugates (zeta potential =
−32.6 ± 3.4 mV in Table 2), they were mixed (at 100 nM)
with dsDNA-AuNPs (50 nM). The fluorescent intensity was
measured and compared with the same concentration of CPEs
without the NPs (Figure 1B, C). The absorption spectrum of
13 nm AuNPs is given in panels B and C in Figure 1 as a
reference to indicate the overlap integral). A lower concen-
tration of 100 nM was used for all CPEs. This concentration
was determined after successive experiments with increasing
concentration of CPEs. It is well-below the critical concen-
tration of most CPEs, where self-aggregation can lead to a
severe drop in fluorescent intensity (i.e., >350 nM for ACPE-
560).

For the three CCPEs (Figure 1B), remarkable emission
quenching was observed for all of them. FRET from donor
(CPEs) to acceptor (AuNPs) is determined by a number of
factors, including (1) the distance between donor and acceptor,
(2) the relative orientation of donor and acceptor dipole
moment, (3) quantum yield of CPE, and (4) the spectral
overlap between donor emission spectrum and acceptor
absorption spectrum. Assuming the first two factors do not
differ much among the three CPEs because of the flexibility of
CPEs and the substantial electrostatic interactions, the
efficiency of FRET would be mainly governed by the quantum
yield and spectral overlap.
In the following discussion, we will attempt to calculate the

relative FRET efficiency by considering both quantum yield
and spectral overlap. Instead of using the absolute value for
quantum yield, we would like to introduce the term ̀ relative
fluorescence yield, f. We define the relative fluorescence yield as
fluorescence intensity of particular CPEs relative to fluores-
cence intensity of standard (CCPE-630) measured at the same
concentration and experimental setup. Because no absolute
value was used for the quantum yield, the calculated quenching
by FRET is more properly labeled as relative quenching. For
the two CCPEs that emit at the blue region of AuNP’s
absorbance, i.e., CCPE-410 and CCPE-470, the emission
intensity is quenched up to 85 and 94% by the dsDNA-
AuNPs, respectively. The CCPE-630, which has emission
spectrum at the red region of AuNP’s absorbance, is only
partially quenched (close to 31%). The relative degree of
quenching is calculated by multiplying the relative fluorescence
yield with spectral integral ( f J in Table 3), which is part of
formula in calculating the efficiency of FRET. It is found that
larger f J values correspond to larger degrees of quenching for
the three CCPEs, which validates the assumption that dipole
orientation and distance to AuNPs do not differ significantly
among the tested CPEs.
For the three CCPEs, because they exhibit opposite charges

to the dsDNA-AuNPs, the electrostatic force between them
draws CPEs closer to AuNPs. The interaction between CCPEs
and AuNPs leads to energy transfer, which results in the
nonradiative decay, thus quenching. Although the molecular
structure and average molecular weight of each CPE may play a
role in controlling their interaction with AuNPs, these factors
might have smaller contribution. In the test with bare AuNPs
without the dsDNA shell, same quenching trend is observed
among the three CCPEs, i.e., CCPE-630 (40%) < CCPE-410
(95%) < CCPE-470 (∼100%), but the degree of quenching is
slightly larger than that by the dsDNA-AuNPs. This can be
attributed to the removal of dsDNAs molecular barrier that sets
a limit on how close the CCPEs can approach to AuNPs, and to
the increased negative charges of the bare AuNPs that
promotes much stronger electronic interactions.

Table 2. Characteristics of 35 bp wt ERE Conjugated AuNPs

particle
measured

hydrodynamic
diameter (nm)a

zeta potential
(mV)

surface coverage
(molar ratio)b

̂

bare AuNPs 20.4 ± 2.18 −39.2 ± 3.5 N.A.
wtERE-
AuNPs

44.2 ± 2.16 −32.6 ± 3.4 89.6 ± 5.3

aMeasured by dynamic light scattering. b
̂
Molar ratio of dsDNAs that

bound to the surface of AuNPs measured with thiazole orange (details
in the Supporting Information).

Table 3. Conjugated Polymer Relative Fluorescence Yield ( f) and Spectral Overlap Integral with AuNP’s Absorption Spectra (J)

CP’s identity relative emission yield, f absorbancea integrated areab spectral integral (J) f J relative degree of quenching by dsDNA-AuNPs (%)

CCPE-410 1.02 0.11 260 543 0.785 0.80 85
CCPE-470 1.19 0.135 363 098 1c 1.19 94
CCPE-630 1c 0.203 425 698 0.443 0.44 31
ACPE-430 1.28 0.096 288 724 0.589 0.75 15
ACPE-560 1.16 0.072 202 151 0.792 0.92 50

aAbsorbance at λ = 480 nm. bIntegrated area under the peak of the emission curve excited with λ= 480 nm. cThe value used as the reference in
calculation. Detailed calculation of quantum yields can be found in the Supporting Information.
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3.3. Initial Quenching of the Anionic CPEs by DNA-
Coated AuNPs and Bare AuNPs. For the two anionic CPEs,
i.e., ACPE-430 and ACPE-560 (Figure 1C), remarkable
quenching (i.e., 15 and 50% of its original intensity) in the
presence of dsDNA-AuNPs was observed, but the degree is
much smaller relative to that for most of the CCPEs. Despite of
same charge of dsDNA-AuNPs entity and ACPEs, and thus
charge−charge repulsion, there must be some driving forces
that promote the CPEs-AuNPs interaction. We attribute it to
hydrophobic interaction between the ACPEs and the dsDNA
shell as have been argued by Xu et al.39,40 As CPEs bear both
the polar and nonpolar aromatic and alkyl moieties, the polar
side groups assist the solubility in polar solvent. On the
contrary, the nonpolar main chains do not favor the polar
solvent and is in unstable state. As dsDNA backbone made of
alternating sugar (deoxyribose) and phosphate groups, it is
likely the nonpolar groups from ACPEs and dsDNA can
interact, i.e., via π−π stacking or van der Waals force. The
hydrophobic interaction is mostly an entropic effect originating
from the disruption of highly dynamic hydrogen bonds
between molecules of polar solvents by the nonpolar entities.
By staying together, nonpolar molecules reduce the surface area
exposed to polar solvents and minimize their disruptive effect.
The hydrophobic interactions between ACPE-430 and dsDNA-
AuNPs were confirmed by testing the quenching degree in a
series solvent of different polarity (see the Supporting
Information, Figure S4). Clearly hydrophobic interaction of
ACPEs with DNA is weaker than Coulombic attraction
experienced by CCPEs with DNA. As the consequence,

ACPEs are separated further from dsDNA-AuNP than
CCPEs, and thus less quenching efficiency. Similar to the
CCPEs where the degree of quenching is associated with the f J
values, the two ACPEs also follow similar fashion (Table 3).
This again indicates that both the spectra overlapping and
quantum yield of the CPEs play dominant roles in dictating
degree of CPEs’ quenching. Similar to that for CCPEs, bare
AuNPs quench the emission of ACPEs to a larger degree (i.e.,
21% ACPE-430 and 63% ACPE-560), compared to dsDNA-
AuNPs, presumably because of the absence of DNA barrier.
The dissimilar interaction between ACPEs and CCPEs to

dsDNA-AuNP entity helps to explain why ACPE-430 and
CCPE-410 pair which have quite similar value of f J (0.75 and
0.80, respectively), yet they show a very large difference in
quenching behavior (15 and 85%, respectively, by dsDNA-
AuNPs). For the two CPEs emitting above 530 nm (AuNPs
plasmonic peak), i.e., CCPE-630 and ACPE-560, the lower
quenching efficiency is due to either the little spectra
overlapping (CCPE-630) or negatively charged (ACPE-560).
Though ACPE-560 is anionic, the higher spectral overlap with
AuNP’s absorbance spectra, gives it more pronounced energy
transfer than cationic CCPE-630.

3. 4. Elaboration of the Assay Principle of dsDNA-
AuNP/CPE Hybrid Sensor for Detecting Protein Binding.
The successful design of the protein binding assay using the
dsDNA-AuNPs/CPs hybrid assembly was based on the
observation that protein binding can largely change the
quenching magnitude. As shown by the schematic drawings
(Figure 2), depending on the initial quenching, i.e., substantial

Figure 2. Schematic drawings of (A) “light-on”, (B) “light-off”, and (C) “two-way” hybrid sensors for detecting protein−DNA binding, according to
the degree of initial quenching, i.e., substantial quenching, minor quenching, or intermediate quenching, respectively.
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quenching (i.e., CCPE-410 and CCPE-470), minor quenching
(i.e., ACPE-430), or intermediate quenching (i.e., ACPE-560
and CCPE-630), binding of positively charged protein can be
detected by either further enhance the quenching (“light-off”
response) or fluorescence restore (“light-on”) because protein
binding alters the overall charge of the DNA-AuNP, therefore
the interaction of CPEs with the particle surface. In the case of
intermediate initial quenching, positively and negatively
charged protein (or protein with unknown charge properties)
can be detected, exploiting “two-way” fluorimetric responses. In
the following sessions, “light-on”, “light-off”, and “two-way”
assays were demonstrated for ER-DNA using CCPE-410,
ACPE-430, and ACPE-560, respectively. Protein binding not
only alters the overall charge of dsDNA-AuNPs entity but also
potentially introduces a steric effect that could inhibit
hydrophobic interaction of dsDNA-AuNP and CPEs. There-
fore, charge and noncharged protein can be detected by this
assemble.
3.5. Determination of ERα and ERβ Binding to wtERE-

AuNPs with ACPE-430, Exploring Enhanced Quenching,
i.e., “Light-off” Principle. Two human ER subtypes, ERα and
ERβ, were used to demonstrate the concept. They both are
arranged into similar domains and degree of homology varies
widely among the regions. Despite the high degree of similarity
in the DNA binding domain (96% amino acid identity) and

biochemical properties, they differ substantially in tissue
distribution. Understanding their distinct DNA binding ability
would shed some light if they have differential function and
tissue-selective actions.41 ERα and ERβ (isolectric point, pI ≈
8.3 and 8.8, respectively)42 are slightly positive charge at pH
7.4. As demonstrated earlier, ACPE-430 was initially quenched
merely by 15% by wtERE-AuNPs (Figure 1C, pink curves).
Binding of ERα and ERβ (Figure 3A, B) to wtERE-conjugated
AuNPs was evidenced by further drop of the intensity of
polymer. We reasoned it as the binding of ER lowers the overall
negative charge of DNA-AuNPs (more positive). As a result,
more ACPE-430 molecules came closer to AuNPs, resulting in
a larger degree of quenching that can be denoted as “light-off”
principle. A control experiment was performed to show there is
no energy or electron transfer detectable between ACPE-430
and dsDNA or protein (see the Supporting Information, Figure
S5).
The distinct binding behavior of ERα and ERβ can be seen

qualitatively from the differential protein concentration
dependency of ACPE-430 emission (Figures 3 and 4, panels
A and B). With the [ER] dependent fluorescence intensity
scales, protein−DNA binding affinity constant Kd is calculated
quantitatively through (F0 − F)/(F − Fsat) = ([protein]/ Kd)

n

(Figure 3C). The Kd was obtained by plotting log [(F0 − F)/(F
− Fsat)] versus log [protein], where F0 and Fsat are the relative

Figure 3. Fluorescence emission spectra of ACPE-430 mixed with wtERE-AuNPs without ER (black dashed line) and with increasing molar
concentration of (A) ERα and (B) ERβ relative to DNA (0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 fold). (C) Logarithmic plot of log [(F0 − F)/(F − Fsat)] vs
log [ERα (diamond) or ERβ (square)] for deducing binding constant (Kd) and binding stoichiometry (see text for more detail).

Figure 4. Fluorescence emission spectra of CCPE-410 mixed with ERE-AuNPs without ER (black dashed line) and with increasing molar
concentration of (A) ERα and (B) ERβ relative to DNA (0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 fold). The insets summarize change in fluorescence
intensity at 410 nm as function of [ER]. (C) Change in fluorescence emission of CCPE-410 as ratio of ERα to ERE is varied from 0, 1, 2, and 5,
respectively, under UV light.
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fluorescence intensities in the absence of protein and in protein
saturation respectively. The value of log [protein] at log [(F0 −
F)/(F − Fsat)] = 0 equals to the logarithm of the Kd. The slope,
n, is the binding stoichiometry of protein to DNA. The Kd

values and stoichiometric (n) values (Table 4) confirm the
following characteristics, i.e., ERα binds to wtERE as a dimer
(n∼2) and more strongly than ERβ (Kd, ERα < Kd, ERβ), and ERβ
binds with a ratio of approximately 4 to 1 molar ratio with
wtERE as determined previously using SPR spectroscopy.41

The Kd obtained for ERα correlates well to the value of 46 nM
obtained using Sepharose chromatography.43

3.6. Determination of ERα and ERβ Binding to ERE-
AuNPs with CCPE-410, Exploiting Fluorescence Recov-
ery, i.e., “Light-on” Principle. Although ‘light-off’ principle
works fine in detecting protein binding as has been
demonstrated, ‘light-on’ assay can offer one additional benefit,
in which the solution will glow upon protein binding. This is
because human eye can quickly adapt to the background
illumination and rapidly catch the change in intensity (under
UV light) in order to distinguish objects from background.
DNA molecules have net negative charges from the

deprotonation of the phosphate group. The addition of
CCPE-410, which exhibits opposite charge from DNA, initially
produces substantial quenching (i.e., 85% Figure 1A, blue
dashed curves). Since ERα and ERβ are positively charged at
pH 7.4 ERs binding to ERE will lower the charge of DNA-
AuNPs conjugates and thus reduce the electrostatic attraction
or the affinity CCPE-410 to AuNP. Thereby fluorescence
recovery is expected as the measure of ER-ERE interactions
(Figure 4A, B) under the “light-on” principle. This CCPE could
be the polymer of choice if visual detection is desirable through
the noticeable fluorescence recovery (Figure 4C). Quantitative
measurement of ERs affinity with this CCPE-410/AuNPs
hybrid sensor gave the same result as the previous ACPE-430
sensor, i.e., ERα has a stronger affinity to wtERE and binds as a
dimer than ERβ, which bound as a tetramer.

3.7. Determination of ERα and ERβ Binding to ERE-
AuNPs with ACPE-560, Exploiting Both Fluorescence
Quenching and Recovery, i.e., “Two-Way” Principle. In
previous sessions, we have demonstrated that positively charged
proteins can be studied readily with the CCPEs which is either
weakly or strongly quenched by dsDNA-AuNPs. Those sensors
however, are not suitable to detect negatively charged proteins,
due to smaller emission intensity range left to be explored upon
negative protein binding. As presented earlier, ACPE-560,
although it interacts with DNA through weak hydrophobic
interaction that is not favorable of distance-dependent energy
transfer, the higher overlap integral between emission of ACPE-
560 and absorption spectra of AuNP renders an enhanced
quenching to ∼50% of the original fluorescence intensity
(Figure 1C, green curves). The intermediate fluorescence
quenching basically gives ACPE-560 its unique dual-applic-
ability, where it can be used to detect protein binding either by
fluorescence quenching or recovery. This “two-way” fashion
allows for detecting of proteins of positive or negative charge or
proteins on unknown charge properties. To demonstrate the
concept ERα was turned into positive and negative by
switching the pH of the testing buffer solution between 7.4
and 9.5. At pH 7.4, ERα was positively charged, thus rendered
the fluorescence of CP (Figure 5A) being further quenched
with its binding to DNA. At pH 9.5, ERα was oppositely
charged. The binding to ERE-AuNPs at this pH manifested as
the recovery of anionic-560CPE fluorescence intensity (Figure
5B). As the negative ERα bound to DNA, net increase in
negative charge of DNA-AuNPs conjugates would repel ACPE-
560 further away from the AuNPs surface, hence fluorescence
was recovered. Figure 5C is a summary of ER concentration
dependent ACPE-560 intensity change at pH 7.4 and 9.5, for
ERα and ERβ. Kd values measured for this polymer are
reported in Table 4, which is the average values from both
methods. They are closely agreed to those measured using the
other two CPEs. The close correlation of the Kd values indicate
that proper combination charge and emission profiles

Table 4. Binding Constant (Kd) of ERα and ERβ with wtERE Measured by Three CPE/DNA-AuNP Hybrid Sensorsa,
b

ERα ERβ

hybrid sensors Kd (nM) n Kd (nM) n

ACPE-430/dsDNA-AuNPs 42.95 ± 1.85 1.93 ± 0.07 74.09 ± 3.28 4.05 ± 0.13
ACPE-560/dsDNA-AuNPs 41.31 ± 1.54 1.96 ± 0.10 72.90 ± 2.39 4.01 ± 0.23
CCPE-410/dsDNA-AuNPs 45.77 ± 4.89 1.97 ± 0.09 76.04 ± 3.35 3.71 ± 0.19

aKd for ERα-ERE from Sepharose chromatograph is 46 nM 43 bERβ is known to have a two times lower affinity than ERα.41

Figure 5. (A, B) Fluorescence emission spectra of ACPE-560 mixed with ERE-AuNPs without ER (black dashed line) and with increasing molar
concentration of ERα at (A) pH 7.4 and (B) pH 9.5. (C) The relative change in fluorescent intensity at 560 nm of ACPE-560 as the function of ER
concentration for ERα at pH 7.4 (triangle) and pH 9.5 (diamond), and ERβ at pH 7.4 (circle) and pH 9.5 (square).
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(quantum yield and spectral overlap with AuNPs) of CPE,
which control the initial degree of quenching, have broaden the
simple assay as “light-off”, “light-on”, or even “two-way” assays
that can be tuned to suit different interests. In addition, the
consistency of the Kd and n values measured by three CPEs
shows the robustness of hybrid sensors. The differential CPEs
behaviors, i.e., self-aggregation (if any) and distinct affinity to
DNA-AuNPs (if possible) determined by the charge, the
chemical structure, and solution pH are not concerns for the
hybrid sensor to work. This could be because during the
calculation of binding constant and stoichiometry of the
protein−DNA interactions, we are measuring the relative
fluorescent intensity changes induced by protein binding for a
given CPE at a fixed concentration and pH.
3.8. Determination of Binding Energy (affinity) of ERα

to Singly Mutated ERE using the CCPE-410 “Light-on”
Sensor with a Competition Approach. A perfect ERE
contains a palindromic consensus sequence separated by a
three-base pair spacer, 5′-GGTCAnnnTGACC-3′. Despite the
consensus ERE delineated from conserved cis-regulatory
elements found in chicken and Xenopus Vitellogenin A2 genes,
the majority of in vivo EREs deviate from the consensus, with
one-half-site identical to that in the consensus and the second
half-site having nucleotide variant(s).44 In a previous study, all
possible singly mutated EREs of 15 sequences (3 possible base
substitutions at each of 1 to 5 positions from left to right of the
5′ end half site) were created, and dual polarization
interferometry (DPI) was used to measure the receptor binding
to these mutant EREs to generate an in vitro binding energy
model.30 A motif discovery algorithm, i.e., Thermodynamic
Modeling of ChIP-seq (TherMos), was used to compute the
binding energy model from in vivo genome-wide ERα binding
data. Although the DPI experiment provided a corresponding
result with the computational prediction to justify the utility of
the in vitro assay for fine study of subtle affinity difference in
protein−DNA interactions, there are various hurdles for the
equipment intensive DPI assay to become popularized as
reliable and convenient tool to understand transcription factor
binding in vivo in the whole genome. These technical hurdles
include highly technical demanding surface treatment processes
(immobilization and regeneration), extensive optimization of
fluidic parameters of the solid−liquid phase binding, and the
requirement of skillful persona to operate the equipment.
Here, we extended the application of the less equipment

intensive hybrid sensors to screen all the singly mutated EREs
for their ERα binding, from which we assess the feasibilities
(i.e., sensitivity and time required) of this hybrid sensor for
detecting subtle affinity difference in large quantity of DNA
sequences. Similar to that in DPI solid−liquid phase analysis, a
competition approach is used. Using CCPE-410 “light on”
sensor as an illustration, the so-called “competition assay” was
performed by determine the CCPE-410 emission when ERα
binds to wtERE-conjugated AuNPs in the presence of mutant
ERE, or “competitors”. Depending on the relative affinity of the
“competitors” in solution relative to the wtERE on AuNPs
surface, the amount of ERα bound to AuNPs and therefore the
CCPE-410 emission will be inversely related to the affinity of
the competitor DNA. Figure 6A shows the fluorescent intensity
plot for ERα binding in the presence of free scrERE, mut12,
mut2, or mut7 (mutation signatures please see sequence Table
1) or wtERE as competitor. When the competitor has a weaker
affinity to ERα (e.g., the scrERE), more ERα (positively
charged at pH 7.4) will be available to bind to wtERE-AuNPs

that leads to stronger repulsion of the CCPE-410 and thus high
emission intensity (“light-on”), and vice versa. The intensity
trend for all tested competitor (Figure 6A) correlates well with
the trend of their free energy value (the larger value the lower
affinity), giving the following affinity order wtERE > mut7 >
mut2/mut12 > scrERE. For mut12 (the C is replaced by A at
position 4), previous gel shift mobility assay suggested that the
C to A substitution diminishes the ERα binding due to the
steric hindrance between the R211 residue of ERα and
nucleotide A.44 For mut2 (G replaced by C at position 1) it
is hypothesized that the weak affinity is due to the electrostatic
repulsion between the positively charged reside lysine of the
ERα and the positively charge nucleotide C.45 The same affinity
trends has been obtained using the “light-off” ACPE-430 sensor
(see the Supporting Information, Figure S6).
When the test was extended for all 15 singly mutant ERE

variants, the position- and type-specific affinity trend measured
by the DNA-AuNPs/CCPE-410 hybrid sensor correlates very
well with the energy matrix derived from the in vivo model
using TherMos (Figure 6B). For example, when the hybrid
sensor binding bars are similar (e.g., DNA competitors 4, 8, 10,
and 11), the corresponding free energy value is also similar.
When the hybrid sensor binding bars are higher (i.e., lower
affinity of the competitor DNA), the free energy values are also
higher. This hybrid sensor generate the following sequence
rule, i.e. effect of position and base type specific affinity, at
position 1 (G > T > A > C), 2 (G > A > T > C), 3 (T > G > A

Figure 6. (A) Fluorescence intensity plot of CCPE-410 responding to
ERα binding to wtERE-AuNPs in presence of various competitor
DNA, i.e., wtERE, scrERE, smut2, smut7, and smut12. The red dashed
line refers to emission intensity with ERα binding without any free
competitor DNA in solution. (B) Relative fluorescence intensity bar
plot for all single mutated EREs as competitor (red bar), with that
without competitor DNA as reference (ultra left bar). The blue bars
are calculation free energy using TherMos thermodynamic prediction
(purple bar30).
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> C), 4 (C > T > A ≈ G), and 5 (A > G > T > C), which is
consistent with previous report.45

The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient46 (ρ) was
calculated between current assay vs Thermos binding energy
(ρ1), DPI results vs Thermos binding energy (ρ2) and current
assay vs DPI results (ρ3) (the DPI and TherMos data are from
reference 28) to assess the significance relation between them.
The value was decreasing in this order ρ1 (0.98) > ρ2 (0.91) >
ρ3 (0.89). The three correlation coefficient (with degree of
freedom =15; 17 samples subtracted by 2) lied above the
significance level of 0.1%, which implied that there were 98%
chance that the relationship is significant not random. From the
correlation coefficient, it was suggested that the CCPE-410/
dsDNA-AuNP result corresponds better with the predicted
TherMos binding energy, later followed by the DPI results.
However, the two sets experimental data (current hybrid sensor
and previous DPI) had the lowest similarity (though still
considerably related). This could be attributed to the difference
in the nature of the two detection assays. Although DPI is a
solid−liquid-based detection, where optimized binding con-
ditions are required for protein binding to reach to equilibrium.
The nanometer sized CPE/dsDNA-AuNP sensors is consid-
ered as a homogeneous phase assay because the substrate (13
nm AuNPs) is in the same size regime as proteins. The high
rank correlation of the hybrid sensor versus TherMos, renders
the new method highly reliability for understanding of in vivo
ERα binding in the whole genome.

4. CONCLUSION
We, for the first time, studied the emission behavior of a series
CPEs of different charge properties and emission wavelengths
in the presence of DNA-coated gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)
under the FRET and/or NSET between the AuNPs acceptor
and CPEs donor. Depending on the initial quenching degree,
the CPEs/DNA-AuNPs composites can support “light-on”,
“light-off”, and “two-way” detection of sequence specific
protein−DNA interactions. Due to the high quenching
efficiency between AuNPs and CPEs, the hybrid sensors have
a better accuracy and sensitivity in determine binding affinity
constant, binding stiochiometry, and single base mutation
impact, than sophisticated equipment based methods. The high
accuracy, lower equipment dependency, and fast “mix-and-
measure” nature make the hybrid sensors promising alternatives
for large scale screening protein binding to DNA in the whole
genome.
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